Introduction
In this paper we consider only geometrical structures of class C u , i.e. real analytic structures. Let U be an n-dimensional manifold provided with (*) an almost tangent structure f, i.e. a tensor field f of type (1, 1) satisfying f = 0 and having dim ker f constant on M. (Let us notice that we admit im fçker f to be a proper inclusion). We denote dim im f = a1, dim ker f = a1 + a.
1
Obviously n = + a2» (**•} a distribution D invariant under f, i.e. satisfying fDe D. We shall suppose that D is regularly situated with respect to f, i.e. that dim(im ff~ID) and dim(ker fflD) are constant on M. We denote dim(im fflD) = b.,, dim(ker fOD) = = b1 + bg, dim D = b1 + b2 + b^.
We shall say that f and D are simultaneously integrable if to any point x&M there exists a neighbourhood U of x with a chart (u1f...,ttn) on it having the following two properties:
(1^ The matrix expression of f with respect to the basis 
. form a basis of D on U.
The goal of this paper is to prove the following The ore m . Let a manifold M be provided with an almost tangent structure f and a distribution D satisfying (*) and (**).Then f and D are simultaneously integrable if and only if the following four conditions are satisfied:
The distribution im f + D, ker f + D and f~1D are integrable (iv) Por any vector field Xe D there is (Ljf)Tc D, where L denotes the Lie derivative and T the tangent bundle of M.
Remark. It is well known that f is integrable if and only if [f,f] = 0 and ker f is integrable (see [2] ). £f,f] denotes the Hijenhuis torsion of f. Concerning the condition (iv) we can immediately see that it is a local condition, and in this local sense it is sufficient to verify it for X = X 1 .....X bi+b2+ b 3 . where
is a local basis of D.
Integrable distributions
In this paragraph we shall prove a lemma which will be needed in the proof of the main theorem.
Let D^c D 2 £ ... cD r and D be distributions on a manifold M such that dimíD^HD), are constant on I<I. We shall complete our flag of distributions by setting DQ = {0}, D r+1 =T, where T denotes again the tangent bundle of M. Let us introduce the following notat'ion:
With this notation we have: The conditions (i) and (ii) are obviously necessary. Thus we must only prove that they are also sufficient. We shall start with the flag of distributions 0 = S D^ + DC ...c Dr + D, eaoh of which is by (i) and (ii) integrable. Thus locally, by virtue of the Probenius theorem, we can find functions
for O^i^r. The reader has noticed that there are "holes" in the index set of the series (1). We are now going to "fill these holes" with appropriately chosen functions« We shall proceed by induction on k = r,r-1,... has been constructed it can be immediately seen that the distributions D^DjCm.CBj, and D are simultaneously integrable.
Proof of Theorem
In this paragraph we start with the proof of the main Theorem. As usual in the study of integrability problems, it is easy to check that the conditions (i)-(iv) of the theorem are necessary. Therefore it remains to prove that they are also sufficient. We keep the notations from §0.
Let ue consider the distributions im fcker Pcf d and D. By virtue of the Lemma from 1, the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) of the theorem imply that the distributions im fcker fc £ f~^D and D are simultaneously integrable. Thus locally we oan find a ohart (iLj,...fu }, n = 2a1 + a2, such that (7) ker f -|X€ T} du^^U) -... -dn^^U) = o}.
(8) im f = {xeT; du^iX) = ... = du^^U) = o},
The chart (u^,...,uQ) satisfies (I2) and moreover "fits" the distributions im fCkér fcf" 1 ¡), but it need not satisfy (I-j). Thus we are going to look for a new chart (^.....u^) such that (6)-(9) hold with u' instead of u, and moreover such that it satisfies (I.,). Let us introduce a new chart ( u'.j,..., u^) by u^ -Hi(u1,.«.,ttn);
Thus we must now find functions Hif...,H0 in such a way that 1 a 1 (u',|,...,u^) is again a chart, and that this chart satisfies all the above requirements. Obviously (6)- (8) • ife » a 1
Further there exist uniquely determined functions ocl^i^jib^, and a £ such that
Using (14), (15) and (13) we can write a series of equivalent equations (more precisely, every equation stands for b^ equations for l^i^t^). Treating similarly the equations 3u' j 3ui_
we come to the conclusion that there is "8 3 3u'
• 3 a' a,, +a2+i i
i.e. the condition (1^) is satisfied if and only if the following equations are satisfied
To finish the proof of Theorem it remains now to show that the equations (10)- (12), (17)- (19) possess a solution. (For then it is obvious ftom their form and the definition of the a*s that the performed coordinate change has a regular Jacobian matrix, i.e.
is actually a chart). For these purposes we shall use the results of M. Kuranishi concerning involutive systems of partial differential equations. We do not go into details and refer the reader to [l], §7 and s,3. We shall rewrite the equations (10)- (12), (17)- (19) in a form convenient for application of the Kuranishi's theory. Notice that Thus we have proved that the system (10)-{12), (17)- (19) is involutive at any integral 1-jet. We can summarize. In a neighborhood of any point xeM we have chosen a chart (u.|,...,u ) satisfying (6)-(9). let us take any integral 2-jet of the system (10),(12), (17)-(19) with the source x. The involutivity of the system implies the existence of a solution u^ .. (uQ) , at this integral 2-jet. Introducing a new chart ( u'.j,..., u^) in the way described in §2, we can immediately see that this new chart satisfies the conditions (1^) and (I2). The Theorem is thus proved.
